Ready When You Need Us
Parts & Service
Exterran provides the parts and services needed to
help minimize downtime and maximize the life of your
equipment.* We supply new, used, remanufactured, OEM
and aftermarket parts. Exterran supplies the full range of
parts needed for the maintenance, repair and overhaul of
oil and gas equipment, including natural gas compressors,
production, processing equipment and industrial engines.
Exterran also has the equipment and services needed
for the maintenance, repair, recondition and overhaul of
most brands of equipment. Our highly experienced parts
technicians are experts in international logistics and trade
controls, including import and export compliance.
Exterran operates technologically advanced, full-service

mechanical and machine shops that perform service on a
wide range of components. Our shops also provide repair and
fabrication services for piping and vessels of all types and
sizes. We have shops strategically located around the world
to provide expert, efficient service solutions (Argentina, Bolivia,
Brazil, Mexico, Nigeria, Thailand, Indonesia, Dubai and Italy).
We can modify almost any package and configure equipment
to meet site specific project requirements.
Custom packages are also available, including options for
remote monitoring. These innovations enable Exterran to
deliver fast and efficient service, enhance maintenance
record accuracy, maintain compliance and provide even better
equipment reliability, performance and run times.
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Compression Services
Unmatched Reliability

Compression At Our Core
Exterran® was founded on providing natural gas
compression services worldwide and has built a reputation
based on six decades of exceptional service to clients.

in every significant producing region around the world,
Exterran has the compression services to support your
business, even in the most remote locations.

This legacy has made Exterran a compression services
leader. We are the preferred source for proven solutions to
our customers, having built our reputation by reliably and
safely operating 2.2 million horsepower (HP) worldwide.
We provide natural gas compression rental services
tailored to fit specific operational needs.* With a presence

From wellhead to pipeline—Exterran delivers value,
providing clients with the latest technologies for natural
gas compression and experienced experts offering
performance-based solutions. Working with Exterran’s
knowledgeable, skilled team can help keep gas and
revenues flowing.

The Rental and Service Advantage
Exterran offers clients more confidence with less risk. Using a team of trained and
certified technicians to operate and maintain equipment, our experts take care of
your production.

Unmatched Reliability
A pre-engineered fleet is ready for rapid deployment. And a new build program,
designed to support customer growth, continues to add equipment with the latest
technology to our fleet.
When renting compression services from Exterran, the equipment is our asset and
operated at performance goals set by our clients. Careful, precise and detailed
maintenance schedules allow us to deliver the results customers require.

Compression Services Expertise
Our highly skilled and certified field service technicians (FST) have extensive
experience with natural gas compression packages in varying conditions and
environments. We provide the latest technologies and with an extensive inventory of
equipment and OEM parts in all the major oil and gas producing regions around the
world, Exterran can be on site quickly.
Our technicians are qualified to service many brands of equipment. We have certified
CAT technicians to help maximize uptime and support. Exterran was named a
platinum participant in GE’s Gas Compression Power Packager Program in 2015. This
means we can provide customers with faster access to genuine Waukesha factory
parts and expert-trained technicians.
Exterran has the right resources to achieve results, with installations, performance
optimization and equipment maintenance. Our experience in natural gas compression
means maximum runtime for your project.

Exterran.com

We offer compression solutions for:
•Gas Lift & Re-injection
•Gathering, Transmission & Storage
•Gas Processing
•Gas Turbine Fuel Boosting
•Floating Production, Storage and Offloading
(FPSO)
Benefits of rental compression
services:
• Pre-engineered compressor packages from
250 – 9,000 HP ready for deployment
• Comprehensive fleet with the newest
technology from an aggressive new build
program
• Environmental services to assist with
in-country regulations and compliance
• Single source for quality equipment,
technicians & data management software
• Turnkey services from installation, equipment
optimization to maintenance
• Highly skilled field service technicians to
help optimize performance & production
• Trained and certified by all of the major
OEMs including CAT, Ariel, and GE Waukesha
• Multiple field technicians located throughout
the world
• Leads the industry in run-time performance
• Quick delivery & start-up

